
CONCEPT OF THE RACE (1935) 
by Pedro Albizu Campos

When the President of the Republic of La Plata, Don Hipólito Yrigoyen, instituted El Día 
de la Raza (i.e. The Day of the Race, known as “Columbus Day” in the USA), what race 
was the Argentine high magistrate referring to? Did his concept, with a stale 
predilection, cornered the rest of America's great ethnic mosaic? The Argentine 
president referred to the Ibero-American race.


For us, race has nothing to do with biology. Neither moon complexion, nor boiled hair, 
nor oblique eye. Race is a perpetuity of virtues and characteristic institutions. We are 
distinguished by our culture, by our courage, by our nobility, by our Catholic sense of 
civilization. When the Spanish unity was realized in the union of the Aragonese and 
Castilian kingdoms and the independence conquered with the expulsion of the 
Saracens from Spain, full of itself, launched into the epic of the Discovery, the greatest 
epic of contemporary times. The discovery is the discovery of humanity by itself, the 
discovery of man by man. God knows what moral cataclysm made the separation of 
humanity possible to the extent of not knowing itself! With the discovery, Spain 
conquered human unity, gave the world its geographical unity, made the earth a 
sphere. Man did not know where he lived. His plan of residence was a conjecture. 
Spain gave him the security of stability and, feeling firm, he started walking again. The 
discovery opened the way for all contemporary research in the field of the 
philosophical and natural sciences. Not only did it translate the science of ocean 
navigation into a system, but it brought man the consciousness of the cosmos, it put 
man to sail in an immense fleet of constellations through infinite space. Could the 
cosmos be infinite in the eternal perspective of that infinite space or could its destiny 
be a perpetual making and unmaking in the miracle of creation?


The primacy of the Spanish race in Europe proved the benefit that a balance of valor 
and saintliness can give to the world. There is a historical experience that destines us 
to seek ourselves to restore balance to the world. Today the racial sense reappears 
victorious. The Yellows are grouped together in the East to save themselves. Japan 
feels providentially destined to remake yellow unity in Asia. Ethiopian races react 
equally in Africa. Anglo-Saxons gather quickly in the face of Latinity. It is a secret law of 
American policy to follow the inertia of the policy of its motherland, Great Britain. All 
have from us their spiritual weapons because we were the ones who, with blood and 
fire, with the cross of the sword and with the sword of the cross, gave to old Europe 
and virgin America the tradition of virtue, of courage, of honor, of sacrifice, the 
contempt for death and material goods, which make our race today the only hope in 
the world.




At these times when Europe trembles at the prospect of a warlike catastrophe, the 
peace of the Universe rests in the hands of the men of our race. Full faith in the values 
of our race, the world has placed its fate in the hands of two of our men. Don Salvador 
de Madariaga and Linazo, from Spain and Argentina respectively, face, cold, serene 
and upright with responsibility, with the problem of peace, the ideal of our race raised 
on the banner of Christianity with which our friars brought half-planet civilization and 
our heroes went around the world.


That there are dangers? For our race, the danger has never existed.


*******


Translation by Tristán Reyes Alvarado
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